YOUR DOCUMENTS
ARE IMPORTANT

EVERPROVE

Our story
Everprove started as an idea in a lunchbreak in 2018. Since then, we
have received an angel investment and our team has grown into a 9
member team with a wide range of skills and competences.

COMPETENCES
Back-end Development
Outstanding web and mobile backend solutions for your business. We
design and create the fitting
architecture.

Front-end Development
Create a brand new experience for your
users utilizing creative solutions and great
attention to detail.

Blockchain
Development

Cryptocurrency
Payments

Develop a unique private blockchain
solution for your organization and
tailor its characteristics to your own
needs.

Accept all kinds of cryptocurrencies
(BTC, ETH, LTC etc.) for your services
and products.

Digital Documents
Turn your complex document
workflow into easy-to-fill webforms.

eID Integration

Digital Signatures

Web Development

Integrate KYC/AML compliant
electronic ID identification to your
business.

Change how your business deals
with paperwork. Integrate eIDAS
compliant digital signatures to your
current workflow easily.

Build a modern website suited for
the needs of your business. From
simple landing sites to webshops with top notch security.

OUR TEAM

JOZSEF BAUMGARTNER
COO

Linux expert with 10+ years of
experience in management

PETER VINTER

DR. ZOLTAN TOTH
CEO

Tech enthusiast lawyer with
15+ years of experience

LEVENTE TOTH

ZOLTAN PATKO
CTO

DR. SZABOLCS HARGITTAY
CLO

Engineer and Forbes-featured
startup founder

PETER LENART

Business attorney with 15+
years of experience

PETER KASZAS

MARTON MOCSONOKY
The compulsory millennial
colleague with background
in UX/design

Lead Developer

Back-End Developer

Front-End Developer

Front-End Developer

Developing websites (frontend / back-end) since 2008

10+ years of IT architecture
development experience

Developing website
designs and forms

Developing websites
(front-end) since 2008

UX Designer

OUR PROJECTS
Everprove Web
Create legally binding, digitally signed
and blockchain-certified contracts in a
matter of minutes from any of your
devices!
webapp.everprove.com

Termz
Treat your Terms and Conditions and
Privacy Policy as real agreements
agreements. Prove the terms your
business and consumers agreed on
without trouble.
termz.everprove.com

HargLaw
Save time by automating some of
the repetitive tasks in your law firm.
Create a contract template with our
Editor and next time all you need is
to answer a few questions - your full
agreement is ready in minutes.

Everprove Mobile
Use the full functionality of
Everprove from your smartphone.
Everprove Android App
Everprove iOS App

CUSTOM TEMPLATES

Fully customizable
Setting up a template document using our
Template Editor is straightforward. Just specify a
few questions, add the copy of the document
and voilá! Your tailor-made document workflow
is ready.

Automatic
Filling in documents is quick, convenient and
effortless for your customers. The output is
usable by your business and the customer too.

VERIFIABLE DOCUMENTS

Digital signatures
Your customers can digitally sign the prepared
document just as they would on paper.

Clear track-of-record
The Audit Log makes sure that every action from
creating the draft, to signing and archiving it on the
blockchain is logged and easy to verify.

CONVENIENT AND TAMPER-PROOF

Ready to be used
The final document will be sent to all parties
and can be downloaded in PDF format.

Tamper-proof
Blockchain technology ensures that
documents can not be modified after writing
them on the ledger.

EASY INTEGRATION

Tailored to your needs
We take all your requirements into account to create
an experience that is beneficial to your business and
your customers too.

Everprove API
We do the lionshare of the work. You send some
data to Everprove API and we do the rest.

STAY IN TOUCH

Let us know if you have any questions or a use-case
for your organization's needs.
ZOLTAN@EVERPROVE.COM

dr. Zoltan Toth
CEO

